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Esri CityEngine is the world’s first Geomodeler, and it’s no wonder. The 3D city model is rule driven, iterating through a number of design scenarios is as easy as changing rule parameters. What makes the application so unique is that it allows users to design in 3D,
visualizing urban planning and zoning rules in 3D is important for design. Zoning regulations are text-based descriptions (per city) of allowed building volumes, usage, and density. They are the main tool defining the image of a city and/or growth/development
investment money. In most cases, however, they are hard to understand by the public and other stakeholders. This is where CityEngine comes to the assistance. CityEngine is a powerful modeling tool for building design and design reviews and building models. It
allows users to design in 3D, create building designs and provide business rules for various buildings based on their GIS data. GIS data can be saved as a Building Center model with various business rules (e.g., the shape of the building and building area, for example).
Esri CityEngine is a powerful modeling tool for building design and design reviews and building models. It allows users to create building designs and provide business rules for various buildings based on their GIS data. This interactive application allows users to view,
edit and share data and results with other users. The application is also equipped with the ArcGIS Web App to interact with ArcGIS applications through web browsers such as Web, Windows 10, and Android. Users can view data and functions from web browsers and
can add/edit/review building models. It also provides a number of powerful tools such as design effects and advanced rendering features. For example, the drawing tools allow users to view and edit models with a higher level of precision.
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The file import wizard allows users to automatically load multi-file models, by selecting the appropriate layer. Results are shown in a list view. Users can check off each layer in the model to be included in the city build. If the layer is not selected, ArcGIS CityEngine will
show all geometry from the layer. For higher-resolution (larger) models, select Import Large Model or Import Medium Model. Models can be exported to many standard GIS applications, including ArcGIS, ArcGIS for Desktop, ArcGIS Pro, ESRI Javascript API, ArcGIS
Runtime, and ESRI GeoJSON. User-defined shapes can be exported in the STL and JPG formats, allowing for seamless integration into other software. The CityEngine VR experience is a tabletop VR application for urban planning. It allows planners, designers, city

officials, and citizens to immerse themselves in a CityEngine scene, and view, discuss, or modify possible development scenarios in ways that were not possible on regular computer screens or with physical models up until now. Besides many new features, usability
improvements, and extensive new documentation, we added support for Oculus Rift headsets. Learn how to build your own CityEngine VR Experience. Esri CityEngine is a standalone desktop application that can import any geospatial vector data to jump-start your city

creation. ArcGIS CityEngine fully supports the Esri file geodatabase (including textured multipatches) and Esri shapefile format. Connect ArcGIS CityEngine to ArcGIS Online to bring in 3D terrain data and basemaps and to publish your 3D scenes in the cloud. Or
combine it with your favorite urban design tools using our plug-ins and APIs. 5ec8ef588b
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